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My invention relates to aquatic sports, and the 
principal object is to provide means whereby to 
bogganists may glidedown the usual natatorium 
slide on a" buoyant toboggan sled, plunge into 
standing water, and by virtue of their momentum ' 
coast into an wendless'stream of water, holding 
onto a rung, or other suitable hand hold attached’ 
to said toboggan sled, and coast‘ without effort 
round and round'thetobogganwater course, un-V 
til an’ attendant‘ stops them by manipulating 

" gates to obstruct the toboggani water course,,and 
shunt thecurrent, said tobo’gganists and‘ their 
sleds into a landing compartment,’ and" onto a 
landing dock which isiocated near a stairway 
leading up to the top of atower where they may 
repeat the glide by paying another fee. Another 
object is to dispense with the sleds when so de 
sired andvutilize the course for swimming, and I 
attain these andother objects by the'means il 
lustrated in' the accompanying ~ drawings in 

’ which:v ‘ 1‘ ~ ‘ 

Fig. l is a plan view of an‘ arti?cial pond in 
which is installed an endless down stream swim 
ming course, and endless,‘ but‘ optionally ter 
minable toboggan water course. 

Fig. 2 is a side view of a tower, ‘a slide, a to 
boggan sled, and a portion ofthe toboggan water ‘ 
course with a portion of the wall removed. 

Fig. 3 is an end'view of a-portion of'the walls 
of either the endless down- stream swimming 

‘ course, or of the toboggan water course-7 
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Fig. 4 is a perspective of a water toboggan sled. 
Fig. 5 is an elevation View of reciprocally in 

terconnected gates‘as they appear when looking 
down stream from the arrow 35, and themeans, 
by which these gates are manipulated.~ 

Fig. 6 is a front view of an elongated nozzle. .. 
Fig. 7 is an end View of Fig. 6,--with.its cap 

removed. ' ‘ ' ‘ ' 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a snubbing de 
vice. I . 

Fig. 9 is a front view of a reticulated wall. 
Fig. 10 ispa detail end view of a portion of Fig.v 

1, showing several parts and fragments of other 
partspertaining tothe toboggan water course 
with wall and water removed. _ ' » 

Similar letters and numerals refer 
parts throughout the several drawings. 

Fig. 1 illustrates an arti?cial’ pond designated 
by A, graded to various depths ior various¢pur¢ 
poses. The portion designated by B is ‘shallow 
water and is intended for children who cannot 
swim, ‘ ‘ 

slope to eighteen inches, or two vfeet deep at the 
other end. All other portions should be four feet 
deep, except the portion designated by D which 
should be ten ‘feet deep _f or divers. jAlso the banks 
may slope from the bottom'at any desired angle, 

to at least six inches above high water. __ In Fig. 1 E designates an endless down stream 

to' similar 

and should be one foot deep at one end and’ 

swimming course, and is bounded by walls '1 and 
’ to con?ne the current. F and F’ are nozzle 

headers used herein to produce the current, and 
each is composed of two pieces of ordinary gal 
vanized pipe 2 and 2' which are slit from end 
to end as shown in detail Figures 6 and 7. The 
slits are designated by 3 and should be one‘six 
teenth of an inch wide. The outer end of each 
pipev must be closedby‘a plug or cap 4, but the 
inner ends of these two pipes are provided with 
threads and screw‘ into opposite ends of a T‘ 5,_ 
thus‘ forming a nozzle header designated by F 
which connects through said ‘T with the dis-' 
charge line 6 of a'pump G provided with a suc~ 
tion line 56. The T may also be slit, so that 
when the pump G is actuated a stream ‘will 
emergeirom the slits 3 as a sheet of water as 
wide as- the nozzle'hcader is long. The nozzle 
header F is positioned in a nozzle chamber H 
which is recessed into the right or outside wall 
1 of the endless down stream swimming course 
E, and‘a similar nozzle header F’ ispositioned in 
a‘similar nozzle chamber H’ recessed into the’ 
left of inner wall '1' and similarly connected with 
the same pump. As shown in Fig. 

stalled in the other channel of the endless down 
stream swimming'course if so desired. Any de 
sired angle as to the horizontal of the nozzle 
stream may be afforded by slightly screwing or 
unscrewing the nozzle pipes. There is no ad 
justability‘of the aperture’ (slits) provided for, 
as nozzles of this kind can be made so much 
cheaper than'any other that it is thought it will 
be'more expedient to makeand keep on hands‘ 
several nozzle headers with various widths of‘ 
apertures, as a change can be made in a few 
minutes. ‘ ' 

"The reason for having nozzle headers posi 
tioned on the sides as shown herein instead of 
at the ends of- the‘stretches is ‘that a stream of 
water that is discharged at the end (beginning 

7 1 another 
similar current producing means may be in‘ 
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or" a stretch) will have to have such velocity as , 
will‘carry it beyond the curve of the rounded 
corner of the inner wall before it contacts the 
surface in‘ order to prevent an eddy at said 
corner; therefore it will havev to span a much . 
greater distance than the course is wide, hence 
the width of swimming‘ courses thus serviced 
must be'very limited, as the swimmers have to 
gov through the zone where the nozzle stream 
contacts the ‘surface, and if‘ the impinging nozzle 
stream is. too severe the swimmers ‘will object, 
but if ‘the swimming course is serviced by one. 
or more pairs of nozzle headers positioned on the 
sides as shown herein‘ the nozzle velocity may be 
reduced to almost nothing regardless‘ of the 
width of. the swimming course. The combined 
length of each pair- of ‘nozzle headers should 
aggregate‘the width’of the swimming course, in 
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order to avoid as much as possible the lessening 
of the surface current by divergence. 
The ob'ect of featuring the endless down 

stream swimming course E herein is to show that 
the combination of swimming, wading, diving and 
tobogganing makes a well balanced and there-~ 
fore, a very desirable plant, and besides the nozzles 
and their positioning as shown herein are equally’ 
applicable for either swimming or tobogganing 
water courses. - ‘ 

The toboggan water course I which for thev 
sake of brevity will hereinafter be referred to 
as the toboggan course and the endless down 
stream swimming course E will hereinafter be 
referred to as the swimming course are installed 
in an arti?cial pond A, which is graded to various 
depths for the various purposes._ The walls 1 
and 1' are constructed of wood and need to 
only extend from six inches above the surface to 

20 ' two or three feet below. 
For the sake of endurance concrete is the 

ideal material to use for walls and floor for all 
purposes herein contemplated. 
Should it be decided to install a swimming 

course, or a toboggan course, or a combination of 
both in an arti?cial pond, a plot of ground should 
be selected near an adequate supply of clear wa 
ter, easily accessible to- patrons who may come 
in street cars, trains, busses and automobiles, and 
with‘ plenty of parking space for the latter. 
A valved drainage line J should be provided 

at the lowest level of the wadable water. If a 
diving compartment is included it should be 
about ten feet deep, hence there would be sixfeet 

' of water left in this deep part when the rest is 
emptied, unless the drainage line J is set ‘at a 
lower level, but I think that in most cases it will 
be more expedient to pump out this six feet of, 
Water, as deep drainage lines are frequently a 
source of much inconvenience and expense. 
As shown at the bottom of Fig. 1 the toboggan 

course I comprises walls '7 and 7’, and like the 
walls 1 and l’ in Fig. 3 are made of. lumber, ex 
tending from six inches above the surface to two 
or three feet below the surface (there is however, 
no objection to these walls being made water 
tight from top to bottom), a landing compart 
ment K bounded on the right side by the ‘wall '7 

, provided with a reticulated panel 8, and the left 
side is bounded by a short reticulatedwall 8",, 
and the down stream end is bounded by a head 
er 34. This landing compartment includes a 
landing dock L. Said toboggan course further 

‘comprises gates M and N, tower O, toboggan> 
sleds P, nozzle headers Q and Q’ respectively 
positioned in nozzle chambers R and R’ respec 
tively recessed into the walls 7 and 7', a pump S 
provided with discharge lines 11 connected with 
said nozzle headers, a plunging compartment Y, 
and a spillway T. All of these parts function and 
co-operate with each other as follows: Viz. as 
shown in detail Fig.5 the gate M slides up and 
down in a groove 12 in the column.13lset into 
the wall '7’ and a groove 14 in the column 15 set 
into the reticulated wall 8',’ and the gate N slides 
up and down in another groove 16 in the column 
15 and a groove 17 in the column 18 set into the 
wall '7. A beam 19 extends from the top of col— 
umn 13 to the top of column 15 through the cen 

' ter of which is mortised an opening 20. to provide 
a bearing for a grooved pulley 21. A similar beam 
22 extends from the top of column 15 to the top 
of column 18 which is similarly provided'with an 

> opening 23 to providea bearing for a grooved 
pulley 24. The gates M and N are respectively 

0 
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provided with suspension chains 25 and 25’ re 
spectively attached to said gates about two feet 
from each end and each suspension chain is pro 
vided with a hook 26. The gates M and N are 
reciprocally connected by a chain 27 provided on 
each end with an eye 28, one end of said chain 
27 extends through the opening 20 in beam 19 to 
"engage the suspension chain 25 of the gate M 
and the other end of chain 27 extends through the 
opening 23 in beam 22 to engage the suspension 
chain 25’ of the gate N. This interconnecting 
chain 27 therefore works over the grooved pul 
leys 21 and 24, and to hold it in proper align 
ment it works around another grooved pulley 
29; provided with a guard 30, said pulley 29 being 
positioned horizontally over the column 15. The 
gate M should be heavier than the gate N and 
a stop 31 is attached to the interconnecting chain , 
.27 at such a point as will normally permit the 
gate M to rest with its‘ upper edge six inches 
above the surface when‘said stop 31 contacts 
with the top side of the beam 19, and when said 
gate M is down it should extend to two feet below 
the surface, and it should be heavy enough when 
down to hold the gate N so that its lower edge 
will be two feet above the surface. A rope 32 
is connected to said stop 31 and extends in a 
straight line to the tower 0 where an attendant 
may pull onit to open said gate M and automat 
ically close the gate N. Said gates M and N may 
be held in this position by engaging the rope 32 
with a snubbing device 33 as shown in Fig. 8._ 
Obviously a Windlass or block and tackle may be 
utilized to engage‘ the rope 32 and open the gate M. 

In order to let the gate M down it will only be 
necessary to disengage the rope 32 from the snub 
and it will descend by virtue of its weight and 
automatically pull the gate N up. 
When the pump S is actuated and the gate M is 

up an endless stream of water will be produced in 
the toboggan course on which the tobogganists 
may coast round and round until an attendant 
disengages the rope 32 from the snub 33 to cause 
the gate M to descend and obstruct thetobog 
gan course, and by virtue of its greater weight 
the gate N is automaticallyraised, which shunts 
the current and the tobogannists and their sleds 
from the toboggan course into the landing com 
partment K. 
The landing compartment K comprises an ob 

tuse area bounded on the right by the wall '7, but 
which at this point should be provided with a 
reticulated panel 8 extending from six inches 
above the surface to the bottom of the pond and 
from the column 18 to a header 34, which bounds 
the down stream end of the landing compart~ 
ment, and the left side of said landing compart 
ment is bounded by a reticulated wall 8’, as 
shown'in'Fig. 9, and extends from the column 
15 to the header 34 and from six inches above 
the surface to the bottom of the pond. The land 
ing compartment K is provided with a landing 
dock'L, starting at the bottom of the pond near 
the gate 'N-and sloping upward for about twenty 
feet to within a foot of the surface and then ex 
tending as a submerged ?at platform 36 to the 
header 34. The header 34 is solid from six inches 
above the surface to the submerged platform 36 
and then reticulated to the bottom of the pond. 
The landing dock L as shown in Fig. 10, is merely 
a sloping floor to where it connects with the sub 
merged platform 36 and is as wide as the land 
ing compartment K, and said landing dock and 
its platform are composed of boards spaced about 
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one-half inch’ apart, and- may» beilaid laterally 
or longitudinally, as shown in Fig. .2.‘ ‘ 
The object in extending-‘the header S‘i'an'd the 

reticulated wall 8' and the reticulated panels to 
the bottom’ is to- prevent patrons? froml inten 
tionally, or accidentally-diving under the land 
ing rdock L where they might lose their sense of 
direction and possibly be drowned.‘ 
-If the walls of-the landing compartment K. 
and the-floor of the landing dock L were all solid. 
no current would pass into, nor throughisaid‘ 
landing compartment, as it would bank up and 
then I back up for a considerable distance up 
stream'wh'en' the gate M is closed and the gate 
N is'open, and thus defeat ‘this very 'nbvel'a‘nd 
useful feature which is ‘a great convenience to 
the 'tobogganists, hence the necessity-10f the re 
ticulated ‘walls and spaced floor boards’ which 
function as follows: Viz,- when‘the igate M is 
closed and the gate N'is open the current will 
flow unimpeded into the landing compartment 
and carry the coasting tobogganists and their 
sleds with it, but as soon as the current passes 

_ the open gate N its divergent‘ property becomes‘ 
e?ective and it immediately commences to‘ flow 
through the reticulated wall 8’ and the‘reticu 
lated ‘panel 8 in wall 7 and thereby tendsto dis 
sipate said current. If the reticulated spaces are 
too coarse, the current will be dissipated too 
quickly and the tobogganists will be stopped be 
fore they reach their desired landingpoint, which 
is near the stairway U, also if the current is 'dis 
sipated too rapidly the tobogganists will “side 
swipe” the walls which is objectionable, hence 
the object of‘ these reticulated walls andspaced 
floor boards is to gradually dissipate the current 
and gradually brin'grthe tobogganists to a stop 
near said stairway U which is one of the principal 
features of this invention. The reticulations 
should therefore, be very ?nenear the gate N 
and gradually become larger towards the header . 
34. I do not know of any law of nature by which 
the rate of dissipation can be ?gured exactly, but 
it will besafe to make‘ the reticulated area ample 
to'begin with, for if too‘ great some portion of 

‘ each orreither‘wall can be boarded up and thus‘ ' 
bring about the desired results. 
The toboggan course need not to be more thanv 

eight feet wide, and the entrance'to the landing 
compartment K at the gate N should be the‘ 
same, but the reticulated-wall 8’ and the'reticu 
lated panel 8 in wall 7 should form an ob 
tuse area from the-gate N to theiheader 34, so 
that the down stream end of, the landing com 
partment may be two’ or three times‘ as’ wide as 
it is at the beginningrwhi‘ch is another consider 
able advantage in the matter of decreasing the 
speed of the toboggan'ists preparatory to land-' 
ing; as by divergence of thesurface current over 
an area two or three times wider'than the gate 

‘ will lessen’ its velocity one-half or‘ more, and 
therefore materially lessen the speed of the ‘to-., 
bogganists; even if the Y boundary‘ walls were 
solid. In the latter case‘ water‘will'pass through 
the interstices of the floor of the" landing dock L, 
and‘the tobogganists and their sleds‘ will be 
stopped by the lessening of the current on ac 
count of its divergence over the greater‘ area and‘ 
the tendency to bank-up against‘ ‘the header 3%,. -_ 
which ‘would probably be before they reached - 
the stairway, hence the advisability» of ‘the re 
ticulated walls. _ ~ ‘g " t -- ' v V 

The current which ~ passes through‘ the ~reticu~ 
lated wall. 8’ flows directly into the vmain channel 
of the tcboggan course,‘ but the current which 

passes throughth'e reticulated panel 8 iniwall 7 
. and the water which is forced through the inter 
stices of the floor of the dock L by gravity ?ows 
into-the spillway T, which is formed by the wall 

' 48 and the landing compartment header 34, and‘ 
thencealso into the main channel of‘ the tobog 
gan' course. . v ' _ ' 

-As shown in detail side view Fig. 2 and detail 
end View in Fig. 10 the tower 0 may be located 
Onla'nd, orover the-water far enough away on ' 
a longitudinal line with a straightaway stretch 
50 of the toboggan course, so that the lower. ends 
of‘ one or more slides V will terminate at or near 
the surface of the water in the plunging com 
partment Y. The speed of the gliders as they 
plunge into the water will of course depend on 
the height of the tower and the length ofthe' 
slides, but the‘ gliders should contact the water at 
such a point ‘as will enable them to coast by their 
momentum torthe point Z which is the intersecé 
tion of the plunging compartment with the main‘ 
channel of the toboggan course, and their speed 

3" 
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at this point should not be greater than that of ' 
the coasting'tobogganists who may be passing 
this intersection at the same time in order to pre lOO’v 
vent injuries from possible collisions with said} 
coasting tobogganists. The water in the plung 
ing compartment will normally be of the status 
of standing water, ‘but if desired a reverse cur 
rent may be afforded by positioning a vertical'joint" 
51 of the suction line 44 of the pump S just below, 
the surface under the lower ends of the slides 'V 
to tend to conteract the speed of the gliders. 

105 

The suction line 44‘ may run horizontally on or . 
under thevground to connect through an L _49' 
with the vertical 'joint 51 so as to make. it ad 
justable as'to the vertical in order to lower the 
intake whenvthe surface happens to be below, 
itsnormal level and thereby make-said intake 
adjustable as to depth submergence. The suction 
line intake should, of course, be provided with 
a screen 45. Also the suction line should be pro 
vided with a chokev valve 55 so that the current‘ 
of the toboggan' course may be increased, or de-' 
creased as may be desired from time to time. 
As shown in detail in Fig. 4, the toboggan sled 

P is of the usual type, except that in this case it is 
provided with a float 37 near thefront-end, which 
may be made of sheet cork, an in?atable bag, 
or an air-tight light metal box. The object of 
this buoyancy is to enable the tobogganists to‘ 
keep their'heads' well above the surface during 
their coasting periods. These sleds are also pro~ 
vided with hand-holds, which may be a rung 38 
near the front-endto afford hand-holds for two, 
or two \ropes‘39 may be attached to the front 
end for the'sarne purpose. If ropesare used 
they should be provided with knots, or knobs 40 
on their loose ends so they will not easily slip 
through the hands of the tobogganists.‘ Each 
sled is also provided with a stabilizer 41, which 
consists of a strip of metal attached to the middle 
of ‘the underside and running lengthwise of the 
sled to lessen the tendency of turning sideways. 
"Theitower O and the slides V are of the usual 
type generally used at swimminglresorts. 

I The stairway U rests on the landing dock L 
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and extends to the platform W on the top of the ' 
‘tower O. 

. The sled skidway X rests on the landing dock L 
andextends to the platform W on the top‘of the‘ 

145' 

tower O. The sleds P may be pulled up to the - 
platform W on this sled skidway by an attendant 
on said' platform. after the tobogganists 1 have 
been required to connect them to a hook 42-at-‘ 150 
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4. 
tached to a rope 43. This hook should be heavy 
enough to ‘slide down the sled skidway of its own 
weight to a point conveniently accessible to the 
tobogganists, and the rope 43 should be just long 
enough to permit the hook to reach this point 
when the upper end is ?xed to the tower so that 
the attendant will have nothing to do but pull 
up and detach the sleds. > 
A synopsis of what I believe are new, and novel, 

and useful features as herein’disclosed, are an 
endless butterminable toboggan water course, 
convertible into a swimming course provided with 
new and very efficient means to produce an end 
less current on the surface thereof,‘ in combina 
tion, with a tower, and one or more slides down 
which tobogganists may glide on sleds made 
buoyant by a float and provided with hand-holds 
and a stabilizer, plunge into a plunging com 
partment, coast into the current in the main 
channel by their momentum, and coast round 
and round on said current until an attendant 
manipulates gates to obstruct the toboggan 
course and shunt the current ‘and said tobog 
ganists and their sleds into an obtuse landing 
compartment and onto a landing dock provided 
with reticulated walls and spaced flooring to 
diverge and dissipate the current in said landing 
compartment, and thereby gradually, but posi 
tively stop said tobogganists nearby a stairway 
jleading up to the top of said tower and where 
by paying another fee they may repeat the glide 
etc. > 

Having thus described my invention what I 
claim and desire‘protected by Letters Patent of 

i the United States is: 
1. The combination of an endless water course, 

with nozzle headers positioned in nozzle chambers 
recessed into the walls on each side of the water 
course and opposite to each other to produce 
lcurrent in and throughout said endless water 
course. , . 

2. The combination of an endless water course, 
with nozzle headers positioned ‘in nozzle cham 
bers recessed into the walls on each side of the 
Iwater course and opposite each other to produce 
current in and/throughout said endless water 
course, and said nozzle headers to be composed 
of ordinary galvanized water piping whose aper 
tures are slits from end to end of said pipes, and 

l the combined aggregate length of the two headers 
being as long as the endless water course is wide.‘ 

3. The combination of an‘ endless toboggan 
water. course wherein current is produced, with 
a tower, a slide, and toboggan sleds; each of 

I said sleds being provided with a ?oat, hand-holds 
and a stabilizing keel, and in further combination 
with means to shunt the current and the tobog 
ganists and their sleds from the toboggan course 
into a landing compartment provided with means 

I to‘dissipate the current in said landing compart 
ment. 7 

4. The combination of a toboggan tower, a 
toboggan slide and toboggan sleds, with an end 
less toboggan water course provided with means _ 
vto produce current therein, and a gate manipu 
latable to obstruct said toboggan water course, 
and at the same time automatically open another 
gate to shunt the tobogganists and their sleds into 
a landing compartment and onto a landing dock, 

, the side walls of said landing compartment being 
provided with reticulated panels to permit a con 
siderable portion of the current to pass through 
said panels, and said landing dock provided with 
a spaced floor sloping from the bottom to a level 

I platform near, but under the surface, to also per 
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mit water to how through said landing compart 
ment and to gradually, but positively stop the to 
bogganists near a stairway leading .to the top 
of the tower. , ' 

5. The combination of an endless toboggan 
water course, provided with a pump to produce 
current therein, with a toboggan tower, toboggan 
slides and toboggan sleds, also a plunging com 
partment wherein tobogganists may plunge and 
by virtue of their momentum coast into the cur 
rent of the toboggan water course, and the intake 
of said pump being suitably positioned and ad 
justable as to depth submergencein said plung 
ing compartment as to optionally afford standing 
water, or a current to tend to counteract the 
momentum of the plunging tobogganists. 

6. The combinationv of an endless water course, 
convertible to optionally afford swimming, or 
water tobogganing, with elongated nozzle head 
ers composed of two ordinary water pipes slit 
from end to end and whose outer ends are closed 
and whose inner ends are threaded and screwed 
into opposite ends of a T connected with a pump 
to produce a surface current in and throughout 
said water course, and said nozzle headers being 
positioned in nozzle chambers recessed into the 
walls of said water course in pairs directly oppo 
site each other. I 

7. In an endless toboggan water course pro 
vided with a pump to produce a current in and 
throughout said toboggan water course, the com 
bination therewith of a screened suction line 
whose intake is adjustable asto depth submer 
gence. ' -_ ' 

8. The combination of an endless water course, 
provided with means to produce a surface current 
therein, and shiftable gates to optionally aiford 
terminable water tobogganing, with a tower, 
tobogganing slides, sleds, each provided with a 
?oat, hand-holds and a stabilizing keel, a plung 
ing compartment interconnected with said end 
less water course, the screened intake of a suc 
tion line adjustable as to depth submergence posi 
tioned in said plunging compartment to partially 
counteract the momentum of plunging tobog 
ganists when desired, and a landing compartment 
obtusely formed to permit divergence and there 
fore, lessening of the current therein, and said 
landing compartment being provided with reticu 
lated walls to permit dissipation of the current 
in said landing compartment, and a landing dock 
within said landing compartment whose floor is 
spaced to further assist in the dissipation of the 
current in said landing compartment and to 
gradually, but positively bring the tobogganists 
to a full stop near a stairway leading to the top 
of the tower, said landing dock being sloped 
from the bottom to; a level platform under, but 
near the surface, and said landing dock being 
provided with a header at the down stream of 
said landing dock, and a spillway to receive the 
current which ?ows through the spaced ?oor 
and the reticulated walls and convey it into the 
channel of the endless water course. 

9. The combination of an endless toboggan 
water course provided with means to produce 
current therein, with an interconnected obtusely 
shaped landing , compartment and reciprocally 
manipulatable gates to intermittently divert said 
current into said landing compartment and some 
of it through reticulated side walls of said land 
ing compartment and the rest of said current 
through the spaced floor of a landing dock within 
said landing compartment. . ' 

1 JOHN W. LIPPIVNCO'I‘T. 
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